Effects of vascular photodynamic therapy in a newly adapted experimental rat aortic aneurysm model
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Abstract

The hypothesis driving this study was that photodynamic therapy (PDT) may limit abdominal aortic aneurysm growth due to matrix changes. The aortas of 12 rats were incubated with elastase using a newly modified experimental aneurysm model (3.5 mg/ml). Rats were allocated to an elastase-only group (n = 6) to study the elastase-induced aneurysm growth and an elastase ± PDT group to evaluate if PDT limited aneurysm growth (n = 6). PDT was performed with the photosensitizer methylene blue, and thermoneutral laser light (660 nm) was applied (120 J/cm², 100 mW/cm²) using a diode laser. Four untreated rats served as controls. The arteries were analysed after 4 weeks based on histology, immunohistochemistry and morphometry. This modified rat elastase model led to reproducible aneurysm development with no elastase-induced mortality compared with control animals (circumference, controls: 2.9 ± 0.2 vs. elastase: 5.5 ± 0.9 mm; P < 0.01). PDT after elastase incubation did not inhibit inflammatory cell infiltration. No significant change in the circumference was observed between elastase incubation and PDT treatment after elastase incubation (circumference, elastase: 5.5 ± 0.9 vs. elastase and PDT: 6.1 ± 0.8 mm; P < 0.01). Despite a PDT-induced resistance to protease digestion, PDT did not reduce aortic dilatation in the elastase-treated rat aorta. These findings suggest that PDT may not be a useful modality to prevent aneurysm growth.
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INTRODUCTION

Abdominal aortic aneurysms are characterized by the segmental dilatation of the aortic wall and are the most common type of aneurysms of the human vascular system. Aneurysms are frequently identified when small and followed until they reach a size necessitating prophylactic therapy to prevent a rupture. There is still no commonly accepted prophylactic therapy to limit aneurysm growth and thus to avoid open surgery or endovascular therapy.

There is considerable evidence linking aortic aneurysms with extracellular matrix degradation and the loss of the structural integrity of the aortic wall [1, 2]. Vascular wall matrix proteins such as elastin and collagen provide the resilience and tensile strength of the aorta. The destruction of these proteins is considered necessary for aneurysm expansion and rupture of the aneurysm. Vascular wall matrix destruction in aortic aneurysms is mainly due to inflammatory response within the media and adventitia [3]. The mode of action by which an inflammatory infiltrate destroys the connective tissue matrix is mainly by proteolytic digestion. The best studied groups of enzymes involved are metalloproteinases [4, 5]. Although pharmacological strategies aimed at preventing matrix degradation showed promising experimental results [6], there is currently no clinically accepted therapy to limit the growth of asymptomatic small aneurysms [7].

Photodynamic therapy (PDT), a technique that uses monochromatic and thermoneutral light to activate an otherwise non-toxic photosensitizer dye to produce local free-radical moieties, is clinically approved for the treatment of various proliferative diseases, mainly in oncology and dermatology [8]. In the vasculature, PDT was mainly studied to reduce vascular restenosis. In these studies, it has been shown that PDT led to cellular eradication in the arterial wall without an inflammatory response [9]. In addition, PDT has been demonstrated to stabilize the vascular wall and to render vessel resistance against cellular invasion, by inducing matrix protein cross-links [10, 11]. Although PDT led to a decellularization of the vascular wall, no aneurysmal dilatation was noted after PDT in short- and long-term experiments [12, 13].

Since PDT-inhibited inflammatory cell invasion and matrix degradation are main factors in the aneurysm development, the hypothesis for this project was that PDT would modulate the vascular wall matrix proteins in a way which would reduce abdominal aortic aneurysm growth. For this, a newly modified elastase-induced rat model was used, because elastase-induced mortality in earlier described experimental models was high [14].
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal model

Sixteen adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were used. All animals received human care in compliance with the European Convention on Animal care and the study was approved by the institutional ethics committee. A laparotomy was performed under sterile conditions, and the abdominal aorta and the common iliac arteries were exposed from the level of the left renal vein to the iliac bifurcation using the standard microsurgical technique. Four animals did not undergo further treatment (controls). In 12 animals, elastase (pancreatic elastase from porcine pancreas, enzyme commission number 3.4.21.36, 3.5 U/mg, E6883, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Germany) at a concentration of 1 mg/ml was applied. An intraluminal elastase application led to a high mortality in earlier described models [14] and, therefore, a different model using the external application at the site of the rat femoral artery was modified for use at the site of the aorta. The isolated aorta was externally incubated with elastase using a small paint brush for 15 min at 37°C, as described in a rat femoral isolated aorta was externally incubated with elastase using a small sections were obtained from the middle vessel segments.

Formalin. After embedding in paraffin, multiple 4-µm-thick cross-sections were obtained from the middle vessel segments.

Histomorphometry

The analyses of the vessels, stained with haematoxylin and eosin and van Gieson elastic stain using the standard techniques, comprised both a descriptive histological and a quantitative morphometric evaluation. The morphometric analyses of the specimens were performed using a digital system and the Axio Vision software (Axio Vision™ 6.0, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany). The vessel circumferences were measured and calculated for the identical segments in control animals, elastase-only animals and elastase- and PDT-treated animals in a blinded fashion.

Immunohistochemistry

To show an inflammatory cell infiltration in the aneurysm wall, immunohistochemistry, using the avidin–biotin complex method, was used. To identify macrophages, an antibody against CD68 (Dako; clone PG-M1; M0876; dilution 1:400) was used. T-lymphocytes were identified by an antibody against CD3 (NovoCastra, clone P51; NCL-L-CD3P51, dilution 1:100) and B-lymphocytes by antibodies against CD20 (Dako; L26; M0755; dilution 1:5000). The immunohistochemistry was carried out using standard protocols. Briefly, the specimens were deparaffinized with Xylool, then washed in a decreasing alcoholic row and again washed. The specimens were then incubated with the primary antibodies directed against CD3, CD20 and CD68 followed by the incubation with the biotinylated second antibody for 10 min and were washed with streptavidin (Zytomed, art. Nr. HRP 5000, biotinylated second antibody, polyvalent/streptavidin–HRP-conjugated). 3,3-Diaminobenzidin (DAB) (Zytomed, art. Nr. DAB530, DAB substrate buffer + DAB chromogen) was used for visualization. Nuclei were counterstained with haematoxylin. Control slides with non-immune IgG as a primary antibody were included.

Statistical analyses

Results are expressed as mean ± SD. A one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test were applied using Statistica software (Statsoft, USA). A P-value <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Histology

The aortic incubation with elastase led to development of aortic aneurysms after 4 weeks, confirming a suitable experimental model to study the aneurysm development and therapeutic strategies to inhibit the aneurysm growth with no elastase-induced mortality. The significant dilatation after the elastase application (left side) compared with controls is shown in Fig. 1. PDT of elastase-incubated arteries did not limit the aneurysm growth but further damaged the vessel wall. The

Figure 1: The representative light micrographs of elastase-only (left) compared with controls (right). Note the difference in the circumference.
presence of a small thrombus and a thinned and fragile media after PDT can be observed in the left-hand side of Fig. 2.

This elastase aneurysm model is based on an induction of an aortic wall inflammatory response (Fig. 3). The immunohistochemistry showed massive CD3- (Fig. 4) and CD68-positive cells in the vascular wall.

**Vessel morphometry**

The circumferences were measured by digital morphometric analyses. There was no significant difference between arteries incubated with elastase-only and elastase-incubated and PDT-treated arteries ($P=0.21$, Fig. 5). The control arteries showed a significantly smaller circumference, compared with the two experimental groups ($P<0.01$; Fig. 5).

**DISCUSSION**

PDT has been demonstrated to reduce intimal hyperplasia after vascular interventions in the experimental and clinical studies [9–11]. The underlying effects leading to a positive modulation of the vessel wall resulting in a reduction of intimal hyperplasia have been intensively studied. PDT leads to cellular eradication in the vascular wall by apoptosis without an inflammatory response [9]. In addition, PDT inhibits cellular migration into the vessel wall, modulates the vascular wall matrix proteins in a way that confers resistance against proteinase digestion and inactivates the growth factors and cytokines that play important roles in vascular disease [10].

These findings led to the hypothesis that PDT may stabilize the vascular wall and, therefore, may eventually be useful in the treatment of patients with small asymptomatic abdominal aortic aneurysms. This notion follows the previous studies emphasizing the critical role of vascular matrix degradation, mainly by proteinases, in aneurysm development and growth [4]. It has been shown that tetracycline derivates, which have efficacy as metalloproteinase inhibitors, have beneficial effects in the development of experimental aortic aneurysms. The finding that PDT modifies the vascular matrix in a way that renders the vessel wall resistant to protease digestion [10] suggests that PDT stabilizes collagens in the vascular wall. The earlier described rat elastase aneurysm models showed an insufficient aneurysm development and high mortality [14]. Therefore, a modified rat elastase aortic aneurysm model was developed. This was based on the described model to induce femoral artery aneurysms using an external elastase application [15]. It was investigated if the PDT-induced resistance to protease digestion might also lead to a limitation in the experimental aneurysm growth. Although the primary target of elastase is elastin, the basis for this aneurysm model is the induction of an aortic wall inflammatory response. After the initial elastin destruction, secondary connective tissue protein damage including collagen is caused by endogenous proteases released from attracted inflammatory cells as shown in these experiments. In this study, the aneurysm was induced before PDT treatment to mimic the clinical situation in humans. Transferring this model into the clinical situation would imply the treatment of existing small aneurysms to limit the further growth. In human vessels, PDT can be
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**Figure 2:** The representative light micrographs of elastase-only compared with elastase and PDT arteries. No significant difference in the circumference is observed. Note the cell-free, but partially destroyed media and discrete thrombus in the PDT-treated specimen (left). Note the destruction of elastic fibers after incubation with elastase (right).
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**Figure 3:** The representative immunohistochemical staining of an elastase-treated animal. The same section of the vessel wall using the same magnification is shown. The specimens were stained with antibodies against CD3 (T-lymphocytes, left), CD20 (B-lymphocytes, middle) and CD68 (macrophages, right). Note the adventitial infiltration of inflammatory cells. Especially, T-lymphocyte and macrophage infiltration were found.
performed with an endovascular method using the systemic or endovascular photosensitizer application and endovascular laser irradiation. In this small animal study, laser light was applied externally due to the small size of the rat aorta. In this study, animals in the elastase-only group developed reproducible aneurysms in the investigated time frame. Although PDT has not reduced the aortic dilatation in this newly adapted experimental model. Although PDT showed very promising results in preventing vascular restenosis, these findings suggest that PDT may not be a useful modality to prevent aneurysm growth.
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